
How To Remove, Ship and Re-install Engine for ATV / UTV / RTV 

 

 Contact nFLOW regarding your order and for further instructions. 

 nFLOW requires the customer to utilize certified professional mechanics to 

perform work or perform this work under direct certified mechanic’s supervision. 

 Wear safety apparel including eye protection during all phases of removal, 

installation and transporting of nFLOW products. 

 Allow vehicle to completely cool down before attempting to remove fluids or 

parts. 

 Disconnect battery and remove from vehicle prior to removing fluids, engine or 

parts. 

 Completely remove all fluids from vehicle and store in approved containers.  

Dispose of fluids safely and with approved methods. 

 Engines are heavy.  Use approved lifting devices with engine securely harnessed 

for removal, installation and transporting. 

 Remove spark plugs prior to removing engine. 

 Strap your engine to a shipping skid or pallet.  If you need a crate to ship the 

engine, nFLOW will supply a crate for a $100 US deposit. 

 nFLOW will arrange and handle all shipping logistics so the engine will be picked 

up and delivered to your destination point or one near which the freight company 

chooses. 

 Your engine core must not have holes or major damage to the aluminum 

housings.  You will need a new engine core if your engine has major damage to 

the aluminum housings. 

 nFLOW will disassemble and inspect the engine core upon arrival for hidden 

defects. 

 Upon nFLOW’s approval and acceptance of your engine core and full payment, 

nFLOW will ship a remanufactured engine ready for installation. 

 You return the loaned nFLOW engine crate for your deposit back if you used an 

nFLOW crate. 

 Install spark plugs and reconnect battery as the last steps during installation. 

 Double check and thoroughly inspect all mounting bolts and connections for 

correct torque and with no leaks after re-installation of engine prior to starting. 

 Fill engine crankcase with proper type of motor oil prior to starting. 

 You must follow the break-in procedures to keep your limited warranty from 

being voided on your remanufactured engine. Break-in instructions are included 

with your remanufactured engine from nFLOW or please contact nFLOW for 

these instructions. 

 Observe all safety warnings and requirements from manufacturer of vehicle. 

 No one under the age of 18 is authorized to use nFLOW products. 

 


